Spectrotel's Ethernet over Fiber service provides dedicated internet access using carrier Ethernet technology via fiber optic cables for high quality, local access connectivity. Depending on facility availability, service configurations use either a Metro Fiber Network, also known as “lit building internet,” or an Access Fiber Network, which utilizes Ethernet access services provided over the Local Exchange Company's fiber optic infrastructure.

**AFFORDABILITY**
Cost effective, high quality, high-bandwidth internet connectivity.

**SCALABILITY**
Speeds from 5 Mbps to 10 Gbps depending on location.

**AVAILABILITY**
Nationwide via ILEC, cable and regional fiber networks.

**RELIABILITY**
Provides top tier reliability via the largest carrier and operator networks.

**Fastest-Growing** Nationwide Aggregator of Voice, Internet, and Managed Services.

Spectrotel's Ethernet Over Fiber (EOF) offers internet connectivity via the nation's Tier 1 internet backbones over high quality, Ethernet framed, local fiber transport.

**EOF via Metro-Fiber Network or “Lit Building Internet”:** In those cases in which the customer's premises is directly connected to one of Spectrotel's Metro area Ethernet providers, Spectrotel utilizes the Metro Fiber Network, to provide a fixed path with Ethernet framing on a fiber loop to provide an Ethernet Private Line from the customer's premises to the internet port.

**EOF via Ethernet Private Line (EPL):** Provides a dedicated fiber loop with Ethernet framing from the customer's premises through the Serving Wire Center (SWC) to the internet port.

**Benefits:**
- EPL provides real-time class of service
- Greater availability than lit buildings
- LATA wide – flat price
- Alternate upstream internet backbones

**Ethernet Virtual Private Line (EVPL):** Provides a dedicated fiber loop with Ethernet framing from the customer's premises to the serving wire center and switched Ethernet service from the Serving Wire Center (SWC) to the internet port.

**Benefits:**
- EVPL provides priority data class of service
- Greater availability than lit buildings
- LATA wide – different price tiers
- Easy upgrades with Fiber loop larger than service port

---

**VOICE | INTERNET | NETWORK | SECURITY**

*We make it simple. We keep it personal. | spectrotel.com | 888-773-9722*

For 20 years Spectrotel has been providing quality, affordable and personalized services to clients who seek simplicity and outstanding service. We are a full-service telecommunications provider in the SMB and enterprise customer space, specializing in the aggregation of Voice, Internet and Managed Services by combining best in class personalized service, leading edge technology, and competitive pricing that is unparalleled in the industry. We are headquartered in Neptune, NJ.